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INTRODUCTION
In presenting this paper, "The Construction of Ponds and Small
Reservoirs", the writer wishes to call attention to a report by the
National Resouroes Commit-tee antitIed "Li-btle Waters : A Study of
Headwater strewms and Other Little Waters: Their Use and Relation
to the Land It •
We quote from this report below:
~Vher~ circumsta.nces permit, and in some sections of the coun-
try ciroumstanoes are favorable on a oonsiderable proportion of the
farms , individual farm reservoirs may be constructed. These may
require in some instances engineering counsel and designing J the
provision of spillways and other devices to prevent dams being
washed out in flood-flow season, al-though our non-professional,
resourceful forefathers built many a substantial dam. There is no
good reason why the profession of engineering should not lend its
resources to the promotion of such small works. .An almost exclu-
sive interest in big works should be expanded to include interest
in small works, no matter how small, that promise individual and
sooial benef'it •
It seams to the writer that the above is a very pertinent
thought and that the subject of this paper, which appears at best
to be only semi-technical in nature, deserves every oonsideration
of -the civil engineer. Certain i 1; is ~ that the writar ~ after sev-
5
eral months t 'Work and study on the subject, has found the problem
too big to be adequa-cely covered by a paper or this sort, and. has
not succeeded in doing justice to -che importance of the subject.
It is predicted that more and more study will be devoted to
the problem of the "little watersn~ by the engineering profession;
tha~ more experiments will be carried on by engineering laborato-
ries, similar to -chose on the drop inlet by the University of Wis-
consin Engineering Experiment Station; that more papers, reports
and discussion on the subject will be presented to engineering
societies.
H. F. B. 1937
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RAINFALL Ii'TTENSITY AND RUNOFF DATA
To design properly any earth fill and outlet structure, it
first must be determined what quantity of water will have to be
taken care of, and the speed with which it will accumulate. There-
fore, it is desirable to give here, at the first of this paper,
some rainfall and runo:rf data:! The data given here is for Mis-
,..J
souri, in designing structures to be built in other states or re-
gions, careful consideration should be given to the hydraulics of
-che structure.
f"Rates and amounts of rainfall that may be expected in Mis-
souri for different periods of time or frequenoy are given in
(Table I.! These values were selected from the U. S. D. A. Bulle-
tin., t'Rainfall Intensity - Frequency Data., ff by David Yarnell. J
The rainfall frequences whioh have the most general use in
the design of small ea.rth dams are as follows:
Tile Outlets • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Once in 5 years
Drop Inlets with auxilliary side spillway. Once in 10 years
Drop Inlets, side spillways, flumes • •• Once in 50 years
rlVith the ra-ces and amounts of rain which falls in any givan
i..
~~e on a particular area being available, the next point for
consideration will be the rate at which this rainfall will run
7
Table 1. Rainfall expectances for ·v1is~ri. The figures given
in this table represent the amount of rain falling in a given
time. The rate per hour must be computed.
Duration Once in Once in Once in Once in Once in
or 2 5 10 25 5°
rain Years Years Years Years Years
5 min. 0.45 0·55 0.60 0.70 0.80
10 min. 0.75 0.88 1.00 1.12 1.25
15 min. 1.00 1.12 1.25 1.50 1.62
30 min. 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.20 2·50
1 hour 1.62 2.00 2.45 2.·75 3.25
2 hours 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00
4 hours
- 3.15 3.75 4.35 4.90
8 hours
- 3.50 4.00 5.00 5.50
16 hours
- 3.75 5.00 5.50 6.00
24. hours
-
4.00 5.00 6.00 6.50
8
· 7off tlle area in questl.on. (,
,....~
rThe rai;e of' runof'f' f'rom a drainage area or we.tershed depends
pr:ima.rily upon the size and shape of the watershed~ the slope of
the land, -the vegetative covering, the kind and depth of the soil,
1
and the slope and condition of the drainage channels_j In deter-
mining tl18 rate of runoff, it is necessary to make a close study
of all of these features whioh influence runoff, after which the
runo:rf can be computed for various rainfall frequences. ( The
'\
greatest rate of runoff wil~ of course, occur when several or
more maximum rains came one right after the other, or in other
words, (!hen the wai;ershed is completely saturai;ed~
lThe Rai;ional Mei;hod of computing runoff is generally regard-
ad as being the most accurate in use, since it makes provision for
all -the factors that a.f£ect the runoff. It is based upon the pro-
position that the maximum rate of runoff fram any particular water-
shed for a given intensi~ occurs when that part of the ~tershed
nearest the outlet must still be contribu1;ing to the flow when the
water from i:;he most remote point on the water shed reaches the out-
let.) To fulfill i;his condition, the rain must continue as long as
is required for "the WELter to travel from the most remote point of
the wa:tershed to the lower end. The maximum rate of runoff would
therefore result from a rainfall of maximum uniform intensity con-
tinning fora time equal "to or exoeeding "bhe time of ooncentration_
9
. ( The following formula is used in computing the rate of runoff
by the Rational Method:
Q : C I A
Vfhere Q =Rate of runoff in cubic fee~ per second
C =Runoff coefficient or coefficient of imperviousness,
representillg the ratic. of the rainfall to the runoff.
I =Rainfall intensity in cubic feet per second per acre,
or approximately in inches per hour.
A =The wa~ershed area in acres.)
.Table 2 gives recommended values for the faotor C to be used
in the above formula.)
(The quantity I can be taken from Table 1 bu t following the
Rational Method, -the rainfall intensity to be used depends upon the
time of conoentration in the watershed which is being considered_\
;: The time of concentration, T, in hours for any area may be
found by the following formula:
T =K L
E
Where K - 0.17 A1 •13 (Where A is less than 50 acres)
or, K =4-37 AO.3 (Where A is more than 50 acres)
L =(R - O.4)3/2 (wher, R is ratio of length of drainage
area to its breadth)
E =Difference in elevation of high and low point of
drainage area.
The value of the faotor T determines the length or rain to
be used. in Table 1. From this table the total amount of rain fall-
10
Table 2. Recommended values for the factor C in the
formula Q - CIA.
TiInber •• • • • • Gently sloping •.•• 2 - 5% c- 0.16
Rolling••••••••••• 5 -10% 0.18
Hilly•••••••••••••1O
-30% 0.21




Cultivated • • . • Gently sloping••• 2 - 5% 0.50
Rolling •••••••••• 5 -l~fa 0.60
Hilly••••••••••••1O-30% 0.72
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ing this period can be selected~ this amount being reduced to inches
per hour, which is the value of I to be used.
Following is sample problem in the detenmination of runoff:
Problem
deviation of high point and low point in watershed equal 40.6.




From Table 1, I - 1.20 in 9 minutes =8 ft per hour.
Q =C I A =0.36 x 8 x 10 =2i:!.8 cu. ft. per second •.-J
In order to facilitate the work of determining the proper rate
of runoff to be used :ror any particular 'Watershed~ the author has
prepared 4 sets of curves, Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4, giving rates of
runoff in cubic feet per second for watersheds of different sizes
and different oharacteristios for different rainfall frequencies.
These curves have all been prepared for the rainfall intensity oc-
curring in lvlissouri, using an R of 1 1/2 to 1, and a value for E
of from 35 -to 300, depending on the size of watershed.
The curves have been used by the author in designing outlet
structures for earth fills in North Missouri, and can be safely
used in this area, :however, it is suggested that in specific cases
12
where a fairly costly outlet structure will be built, that the ex-
pected runoff be computed by the formulas.
A set o£ curves has also been prepared, giving the total
oomount of runoff in cubic feet from watersheds up to 50 acres,
with a rainfall intensity with a frequency of once in 5 years.
These curves (Figure 5) are for pasture and terraced cultivated
areas, assuming a to~al runoff of 60% and are to be used in deter-
mining the size of tile required for earth fills with tile out-
lets. No curves have been prepared for cultivated areas, as tile






OUTLETS FOR EARTH FILLS
No dam has ever been constructed which furnished a storage
reservoir large enough to store all of the water discll8,rging from
•
the vm.tersJ:led above the dam all of the tirne~ however" this simple
fact is being daily ignored by constructors of small eartl1 fills,
and, as a result, the earth fill ceases to be a permanent struc-
ture, and its life depends entirely on the time it takes to fill
the reservoir. With over topping of the fill by the pond "Water"
the fill is cut through or vTashed. away entirely" and time and la-
bor in constructing the fill has been lost. Somet:i.Ines it can be
repaired or plugged, but this is unsatisfactory. The fill is no
longer a single n~ss of earth, seepage will probably occur, and
a very ~emporary struoture still exists.
Ample provision must be made for the discharge of the excess
water and earth fill dams will fall into three classes or types,
according to the means used. These thre'e types are as follows:
(1) The earth dam with the side spillway;
(2) with a tile outlet augmented by an emergency side spill-
way;
(3) wii;h the drop inlet.
Factors governing the use or election of one of tl1e three
methods are as follows: (1) The size of the watersr~d, (2) land
use in the watershed, (3) the location of' the dam, (4) the pro-
posed use of dam (whether to furnish a reservoir for impounding
19
wa~er or as a soil-saving or gully-control project) and (5) the
availability of a site for a side spillway.
It is proposed in this paper to cover each individual type
of spillway structure and the above factors will be discussed in
their relation to that particular ~~e or structure.
Inasmuch as the design and general construction principles of
the earth fill itself are similar for all types and sizes, this
subjeot will be covered separately after each type of spillway
has been discussed.
It migh-t be wise to mention here, that the problems and con-
ditions described in this paper are applicable to the deep, ero-
sive soils found in the northern Middle Vfestern states. It is in
this territory that water and soil conservation, and control of
the "Little 1Jfaters f1 are most needed.
20
EARTH DA1v~ WITH SIDE SPILLv~YS
J
\The most commonly used" although not always the most satis-
fac~ory, method of caring for the excess runoff of a pond or res-
ervoir is the side SPillway} If sufficient care is exercised in
securing non-erosive grades and adequate vegetative covering, res-
ervoirs, or ponds, with small drainage areas can sometimes be
maintained with sod or vegetated side spillways. HOW'ever, the j
watershed of such ponds should seldom be more than about five
acres and in no case more than ten acres. Even with these small
drainage areas, unless water is being used from the pond daily,
by a pipe to a stock-watering trough or other means, I the vageta-
\
ted spillway s~ds a good chanoe of failing, for the stmple rea-
son that the vegetation will not resist tl1e COl1tinuous inundation
that it will get during certain periods of the year. Light rain- ../
falls and me 1ting snows in the spring will cause frequent over-
:flovvs tha:t often continue for a period of weeks. If this over-
flow were diverted on a grade of more than one percent, and vege-
tation were the only protection against erosion in the channel,
it is very probable that gplly erosion would become active.
The writer believes that the vegetated spillway alone is en-
tirely inadequate, and that no time nor money should be spent on
an earth fill where it is the only means of caring for excess
runo£f. Hmvever, it does have a definite place, and that is as an
21
auxilliary or emergency spillway where a mechanical one is also
provided. Therefore~ design data and characteristics will be
given for tlle vegetated spillway.
rl There is, of course, no limit to the size of drainage areas
a spilhvay will take care of, if the charmel of the spillway is
lined with a non-erosive material)! \ Concrete furnishes the best
\.
lining for a spillway channel but is not always the most econom-
~ll
ical~J Recent use has indicated that cut-back asphalt mix,when
properly applie~,is a very satisfactory material for lining
\
flumes or channels and is considerably cheaper than concrete.
The wvriter has constructed two flumes in Jackson County, Mis-
souri, using the standard cut-back asphalt and one-half inch ag-
gregate. The oost of these flume linings of asphalt were abou-t
half thai; of concrete, and, after one year, are in good oondition.
\ Stone paving is not recommended for a spillway channel lin-
ing. Its cost, including rock quarrying, labor in laying and ad-
ditional size due to the increased coefficient of friction, usual-
ly runs as high as a four-inch concrete lining and is not nearly
as satisfactory, the main objection being that the lining is per-
vious, allowing water to percolate undernea.th and follow the chan-
nel underneath the lining."




The proper size and shape to construct the side spillway may
be dete~ined from the l~ing formula as follows:
~ =1.486 A R2/3 31/ 2
n
or transposing
A R2/3 = n Q
1.484:\ji"
'Nhere Q - The rate of flaw in cubic feet per second of runoff
fram drainage area
D - Depth of water above the bed in feet (not including
board of earth fill)
b - Width of bed in feet
A - Area of cross-section of water in square feet
R - Hydraulic radius or "Au divided by the wetted perirn-
eter: feet
n - Value of trrouglmess coefficientU as follows:
Concret~. • • . . . . . . 0.015
Asphalt
Blue Grass Sod •
- . .
0.016
S - Slope of channel in feet per foot of length
After computing the value of the quantity A R2/3, the dimen-
sions of various shaped channels can be determined from the Fig-
ures 6, 7, 8 and 9- Channels with the vertical sides and the 1
23
to 1 slope are recownended for concrete-lined channels} the 1 to
l~ or 1 to 2 for asphalt, and the 1 to 2 for the vege~ated chan-
nels.
Where vegetated spillways are planned, the channel should
be lined. In order to reduce the velocities in unlined channels,
it is, of course, advisable to use the maximum values for the






Following is an example of a sod spillway problem:
Sod Spillway Problem
Area drained • 30 acres of rolling permanent pastures
Slope of spillway • -5 percent, or .005, per foot of length
Side slopes of spillway to be 1 : 2.•






• 0.03 X 100 = 3
1.486 .l:~4 ~.O~32~7
From Figure 9, we find that if' D
B =13•.93
= ~.5 feet~ then Bj = 9.3
D
Velocity in ohannel : Q. 100 =~.9 feet per seoond" which is
a 2~~
less than the allowable 5 feet per second.
lfhere flumes are not oonstructed on a uniform. grade" but con-
~ain two or more sectionsl each of which has a different grade,
each section should be designed independently.
Cu-t-off walls should be provided in the case of lined ohan-
nels, with one at the upper and lower ends and spaoes approxi-
mately every twen-ty feet in between. These cut-off walls of the
same ma-cerial as the lining should extend 12 to 18 inches belorr
the lower sur:race of the lining. Figure 10 gives a design for a
spillway channel and shO'W"s these out-off walls clearly. In the
case of sod spillways , it is sometinies advisable to construct oon-
crete or n18.sonry hea.ders across the channel at various intervals.
They tend to spread the water and prevent a concentrated channel
from. forming.
r(The outlet of the spillway should be designed so as to aid
materially in destroying the force of the Kinetic energy or the
water as i-b flows down the slope of the spillway (where the chan-
nel is lined).
This can be aocomplished by terminating the spillway with a
fla-t and widening channel and ins-balling a check or jump.
Construction v
)
The spillway should not be constructed on e:ny part of the
new fill, but on solid ground. The cnannel may be cut with trac-
tor and blade and finished to fine grade by hand.
Vlhere asphalt is being used as a lining, all of the estima-
ted required mixtures should be m.ixed~ dumped in a pile at oon-
venient points along the spillway and not used. for at least 4B
hours. The channel is then lined with burlap, which is given a
coat of the cutback asphalt, applied at the rate of appro:ximat,e-
ly 0.5 gallons per square yard. This is allowed to set for 24
30

hours, and then a 2-inch layer of asphalt mix is applied. This
is thoroughly rolled or ~ped and allowed to set for 24 hours,
after which it is given an applioation of .25 gallons per square
yard. A second 2-inch layer is then applied, which should also
be thoroughly rolled or tamped.
·Where the side spillway is sodded J the sod should be thor-
oughly tamped and pinned down with smooth wire sta.ples. No sod-
ding should be done unless the turf or subgrade has sufficient
moisture in it to give a good bond with all the air expelled (.when
tamped' A light seeding and coat of manure should be applied, if
necessary.
32
TILE OUTLETS FOR EARTH DAMS
"When an earth dam. will form a relatively large pond located
in a drainage area having moderate side slopes and not larger than
forty acres~ a tile outlet with an emergency and side spillway
will satisfactorily care for the runoff '\vater. Se1'\Ter tile six
inches, or larger, in diameter will be used as a drain to lower the
surface of the impounded water, thus leaving a storage space be-
tween the bottom of the inlet end of the tile and the bottom of
the emergency sod spillway to care for the rains to follow.
The successful long-time operation of these structures will
depend upon the size of the storage space provided above the bot-
tom of the inlet end of the tile. Therefore J this type of spill-
way should not be used in areas that are 'primarily cultivated un-
less they are completely terraced and an approved erosion-control
crop rotation practiced. On unprotected areas the silting full of
this type of reservoir will be quite rapid, and its effectiveness
~ll soon be destroyed.
Figure 11 gives the general layout of an earth dam with tile
outlet.

Hy~raulic Design. of Tile Outlets for Earth Dams
Because of the several factors to be considered in the design
of an earth dam with a tile outlet and an emergency sod side spill-
way, it is quite ~portant that the engineer give careful consider-
ation to all of these factors before making his recommendation for
the oonstruction of a dam of this type.
The first step will be to determine what quantity of water
will flaw off the drainage area and into the pond from rains of
all durations and having a frequenoy of once in five years. This
~
quantity for the amount of runoff may be taken directly from Fig-
ure 5, which gives the total amount of runoff for pasture and ter-
raced cultivated areas up to 50 acres in extent. For wooded drain-
age areas, the runoff figures can be halved. In preparing Figure
5, it was assumed that the runoff would equal approximately 60% of
the total amount of rainfall. It is felt that there is a consider-
able factor of safety in this assumption.
The second s-tepwill be to determine from Table 3, what por-
tion of this runoff will be diBc~rged by the tile during the rain-
fall :ror each interval of time as u'sed above. In using this table J
L is the length of tile in feet. and the Head in feet is the dif-
ference in elevation beiiween 1;he inlet and outlet. Interpolationa
can be made. This determination will be made for the particular




















































































































































































































































































































The difference between the amount of runoff for rains of each
duration and the amoun"b of water disoharged by the tile for the
same periods of time will give the amount of water to be stored
for rains of each duration. If the topography of the country is
such that this storage space can easily be provided, the dam
might possibly be redesigned, using a six-inch tile for economy;
or if the amount of water to be stored is excessive and the sto-
rage space cannot be eoonomically provided, a larger tile should
be used. The following problem shows the method of prooedure in
making the necessa.ry computations for a tile outlet.
37
Tile Outlet Problsn
Aores drained :II 16 a.ores permanent blue grass pasture
Proposed size of tile =8 inches
Ponded area (area of water surface when elevation is half way be-
tween elevation of tile inlet and elevation of sod spillway) =
50000 sq. ft.
Length of tile =75 feet
Fall of tile =20 feet
Dura.tion of Total Amount Discharge of Difference : Water
of Tile (Table .3 )
Rain Runoff (£ig.5) =6.23 c.f.s Stored
10 min. 30000 3740 26260
15 n 38000 5610 32390
30 tt 55000 11220 43780
60 " 72000 22440 49560
2 hrs. 80000 W+88o 35120
4 t1 10,8000 89760 18240
8 tf 124000 179520 Negative
16 11 133000 359040 Negative
24 tt l42000 538560 Negative
From the above it is noted that a 60-minute rain will give
the maximum amount of water to be stored.
:Maximum amount of wa1ler to be stored =49560 cu. ft.
38
Tile Outlet Problem (continued)
cu. ft. water to be stored
Ponded area in sq. ft. =Approximate depth required in pond
storage.
4956050000 • 0.991 feet, or about 12 inohes.
(In the case of a ver~ical tile inlet the difference between
elevation of flow line of side spillway and elevation of oenter
of tile should be,. at least 12 inohes. In case of hirizon-bal in-
let the s-borage interval is the difference in elevation in the
flow line of the spillway and that of the tile.)
If a greater storage interval can be easily obtained, the
problem can be computed again using a 6-inoh tile. Comparing
disoharge of the 6 and 8-inch tiles, it is noted that the stor-
age interval will be twice as large, or approximately 2 feet.
The writer has found that a storage interval of approximately
one foot is most effioient.
The nex-c step will be t,o determine the new elevation of the
surface of -the pond when the excess amount of water has been
stored in the pond, raising the elevatiGn of the surfaoe. This
new elevat'ion should be used as the elevation for the bottom of
the sod side spillway.
The last step will be the design of the sod side spillway.
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This should be designed to care for the maximum rate of runoff
from 'the area tor a rainfall having a frequenoy of once in fifty
yea.rs~ minus the rate Qf disoharge of the tile used in oonstruc-
ting the outlet. The method of detennining proper size to con-
struct the sod side spillway has already been described.
Figure 12 shows details of a reini'oroed conorete type of
tile outlet. Suoh an outlet box is necessary at the discharge
end of the tile to prevent erosion and scouring which might even-
tually work back along the tile line. Note that a simple efflux
velocity check has been provided in the form of a cross wall in
-che box. This wall should be at least two diameters high with a
small opening about 3 inches wide at ,each end to drain the box.
Figure 13 shows oonstruction details of the vertical type of
1;ile inle-t. This vertical type of inlet should be fenoed with
two-inch mesh wire to prevent its ologgiD:g. It has a disadvan-
tage in tha.tit is apt to form a vortex in the watar at the inlet
end and also tha-b it does not discharge at full capaoity until
the level of the pond has been raised above the top of the tile.
The writar believes that these disadvantages are outweighed
by its stmplicity of cons~ruction.
Figure 14 gives construction details for the horizontal type





age and will also permit the placing of the inlet at any point in
the origi!lal gully barlk, well away from the nevlly constructed em-
bankment, so the elbow of the inlet may be turned ill any desired
direction.
The tile outlet and inlet in some cases can be constructed
more cheaply with masonry. The reinforced concrete desiOl, how-
ever, furnishes the most substantial structure.
Construction 1\fetl1ods
The outlet end of the tile line should be constructed first
and it is important tllat this outlet box be constructed wi th a
firm founda tion and on a stable grade. The first tile will be
placed as the box is poured and it is important that this first
tile also be placed and pointed so as to discharge well back into
and towards the floor of the box. This is required in order to
dissipate the energy due to the rapid movement of the discharged
water, without creating a whirling motion or violent emission
from the outlet box.
The tile line will be laid starting at t.he outlet erJ.d and
continuing upward toward the inlet end with a minimum of ohanges
in grade. Changes in grade where necessary should be made grad-
ually rather than abruptly. The grade of the tile as it is being
placed may be reduced ~t should never be increased; otherwise
the tile would probably oarry the water under pressure which
might be sufficient to break the tile. In order that the tile
may support the maximum load it should be laid in as narrow a
trenoh as possible, consistent ~th good workmanship~ and the
trenoh should have at all points a minimum depth equal to the out-
side diameter of the tile used in the outlet. All of the tile
line should be laid in original ground rather than in the newly
oonstructed fill. The trenoh for the tile where it will not be
covered by the embankment should be deep enough so that the tile
will be well belOW' the frost line. All tile should be plaoed in
close contact and the joints thoroughly sealed with jute or oak-
um and oarefully oemented with a 1:2 oement mortar. It is reoom-
mended that the tile be cradled with concrete to at least the
quarter point in that seotion where it lies· under the new fill.
Cradling will inorease ~he strength of the tile about 50 peroent,
and in as much as there will be a maximum fill of about 6 feet at
this point~ it is felt that the allowable load will not be ex-
oeeded. Conorete seep collars should be constructed at each
point where a ohange of grade has been made and at intervals not
to exceed ~hirty feet.
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DROP II~LElrS FOR &RTH DAMS
The tldrop inlet It indicated in F\igure 15 is e. rein'forced oon-
crete or tile structure consisting of a vertical tube oalled the
"riser" and a nearly horizontal tube called the "barrel", and a
connecting elb~, or transition section. The assembled parts1form
an "Llt with the internal angle slightly greater than 90 degrees.
The structure oonveys the water through the earth fill. In order
to do this ~ it will be ~bserved that it is necessary to imbed the
structure in the dam. and foundation, with the top of the riser or
inlet projecting through the upstream side slope below the water
level in the reservoir" and the 101V'erend of the barrel extending
beyond the toe of the dam.
This type of struoture is particularly adopted for use in
soil-saving dams. Soil-saving dams:J as the name implies" are
intended to control the extension and enlargement of a gully, and
also to collect a deposit of soil and therebyreolaim an appre-
oiable area of fa~ land. They are accordingly located in large
gallies, usually below a large overfall whioh is inundated by the
storage waters and thereby prevented from eating farther back in-
to the drainage area.
Inasmuoh as they are desi,gned to carryall excess runoff of
the drainage area, (except where a satisfactory side spillway is
available) the drop inlet is the only satisfactory structure from.

an engineering standpoint to place below cultivated land or in wa-
tershed where there is annually a considerable loss of top soil
or silt. No storage area is required aIld when the reservoir silts
up, which is usually only a short span of years, the runoff con-
tinues to flow through the drop inlet to tIle lower grade.
It must be remembered, however, that when used in a soil-
saving dron, and for tl~t purpose only, that the drop inlet is an
expensive structure and that its cost should amount to no more
than the value of the land reclaimed.
Technically speaking, there is no limit to the size of a re-
inforced concrete drop inlet~ therefore, it is adapted for large
drainage areas. The cost usually becornes prohibitive in the
large watersheds, however, and it is felt that it is not econom-
ical when constructed larger than a five by five barrel.
l'lhen there is an indication that the reservoir above the dam
~ll be maintained (not silted up) for same t~le, it is entirely
practical to use the drop inlet in connection with a semi-perma-
nent spillway where one is available. The cost of the struct,ure
can then be materially reduced for the same size watershed. In
this case, it again must be remembered that the cost of a drop
inlet is large, and the safety of the struoture should not be
jeopardized by an unsafe side spillway.
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When properly designed and constructed, the reinforced drop
inlet is the safest and most permanent way of taking care of run-
off. Without a safe emergency side spillway, it should be de-
signed on a basis of rainfall frequency .of 50 years; with a good
emergenoy spillway~ this can be reduced to frequency of once in
10 years.
Design
From the runoff curves we find the runoff in cubic feet per
second of the selected watershed. Having dete~ed the proper
runoff, the siz,e of the culvert to use for a gi:ven operating head
can be taken from Figure 16. The quanti.ties of discharge given
in this figure are based upon laboratory experiments carried an
at the University of iJVisconsin. The operating head, or total
static.head as here used, is defined as the vertical distance
from the surface of .the·.-water above the dam. (one foot lower than
the settled crown of the earth fill) to the inside of the culvert
at the top of the autlet end.
For example, let it be desired to determine the size of cul-
vert and riser to use in a dam to operate under a head of 20 feet.
The watershed is rolling and camprises 120 acres; 40 acres culti-




From tl1e curves of Figure 4, the runoff from 120 acres of
rolliIlg cultivated, pasture and timber land is respectively W+O,
260 &ld 125 cubic feet per seoond. Divide each of these values
by 3 and adding, gives 275 cubic feet per second anticipated run-
. off.
Referring to Figure 16 with a head of 20 feet and 275 cubic
feet per second discharge capacity, it -is found that a 3~by 3!
foot culvert is the proper size to build.
The position of the culvert with vertical inlet through the
dam is shown in Figure 15. Variable layout dimensions for differ-
ent sizes of drop inlets are given.
The vertical distance from the top of the dam to the top of
the vertical inlet pipe varies from 4 to 5t feet and the horizon-
tal distance from. the top of the dam to the vertical inlet pipe
from 9it to 16 feet for heights of dam at center varying from 10
to 25 feet. If the top of the inlet is placed too near (verti-
cally) to the top of the darn, this may not permit sufficient head
lead to insure the operation of the culvert and inlet to full ca-
pacity_ The University of Wisconsin has carried on extensive
laboratory tests in detenmining hydraulic characteristics of flow
in drop inlets and reached the following conclusions regarding
the required head over lip: first, that a ratio of hid equal to
1.2 should provide 8. sufficient head over the lip to oause any
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standard drop inlet to flow full; second, any additional free-
board~ above the required head on the lip to make the standard
drop inlet flow full, cannot be relied upon to provide any fac-
tor of safety in discharging capacity of the drop inlet. How-
ever, pondage in the reservoir above the lip of the inlet will
provide same factor of safety.
The objection to plaoing the inlet pipe too close (horizon-
tally) to the top of the dam is that accumulation of floating
trash and debris near the dam :has a. tendency to clog the inlet or
the protection ~o the inlet and greatly interferes with the water
reaching the inlet. This may result in water over-topping the
dam. Prevention of the aocumulation of trash around the inlet
may be accomplished, to a certain extent~ by a boam built of logs
extending around the inlet.
The vertical extension wall built on the inlet pipe nearest
the dam is to prevent the water' s eddying around the pipe which
may cause erosion and endanger the ernbankment. Such eddying or
turbulence reduces the rate of flow into the i~let pipe •
.Attention is called to the curves at the junction of the
riser and the culvert. It is important that this junction be a
smooth ourve in order to reduce losses in head due to disturban-
ces set up for some distance down stream from the elbow.
Experience with drop inlets has proved that if the barrel be
plaoed on a slope greater than the hydraulio grade line required
to produce flow through the barrel itself, the slope of the water
surface in the barrel will not be in contact with the crown. The
barrel cannot flovl full and air will travel :trom the outlet baok
towards the elbow. It is possible for the air to travel upwards
around the elbow and break the vacuum in the river and change the
hydraulic slope of barrel: Smax =hr/L =(.oljDHv2/26) in order
to compel the structure' to flow full and advises that it is well
to design the slope of the barrel well under the values obtained
by the above formula. The writer believes that one foot per lmn-
dred should be a minimum.
Considerable discussion and data exists on proper type of
hydraulic design of the outlet, or downstream end of the barrel.
Obviously, it is desirable to design the outlet or discharge end,
so as to reduce the velocity of efflux, and, at the same time,
obtain an increase in.discharge for the same total head. The
writer believes that the "flaring outlet" extending beyond t:he
toe of the dmn, and the use of a fairly deep cut-off wall ex-
tending out on both sides of the apron, will provide protection
against failure. In the very largest drop inlets it may be de-
sirable to use a spacial type of outlet; structure, employing some
fonn of ener~y dissipator.
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Collars are required around the horizontal culvert to pre-
vent possible seepage along the outside ~ll, one collar being
recommended for every 50 feet of culvert barrel. Collars should
be 6 inches thic.k and extend 18 inclles each side of the ba.rrel.
Figure 17 gives design of reinforcing for various sizes of
drop inlet culvert barrels and risers. Recommended thickness of
concrete for various sizes of culverts and risers are also given
in this figure.
Figure 18 gives design of the inlet and outlet.
Construction
Because it is the most expensive type of earth fill spillway,
extreme care and good workmanship should be used in construction
of the drop inlet. A oomplete set of detailed plans should be
made up for each project and the constructor should be warIl'ed that
any devia.tion from the approved plans without consent of the engi-
neer, may result in failure of the structure.
The following specifications will govenl the construction or
the drop inlet:
1. All material used in the construction of the drop inlet
shall oonform to the specifications of the American Society for
Testing Materials in so far as possible-




of the Portland Cement Association.
3. All forms shall be properly constructed and braced.
4. The structure should be constructed true to line and
grade as shown on the approved plans, unless changes are made by
the engineer.
5. All steel .shall be cut and placed as shown on detailed
plans.
6. Proper precautions shall be taken to safeguard the struo-
ture fram hazards during construction.
The drop inlet, of course, is usually constructed before any
earth is moved in for the fill. The writer believes that the
first procedure is to oonstruct the base or bottom of the culvert
first, excavating to subgrade, rai'sing the outside side forms of
the barrel, placing U-shaped steel extending up from the culvert
floor and pouring the concrete to grade of the oulvert floor. It
is desirable to make a key where the side walls join the floor,
using tw"o-by-fours placed edgeways, to prevent seepage at that
point. It also must be remembered that a good solid subgrade
should be obtained, and in some cases where the culvert lies in
the bed ,of a gully, it may be necessary to remove considerable
muok and replace it ~th puddled olay. It is also advisable to
secure a good foundation.under the proposed riser and this may be
done by extending the floor or bottom. of the culvert at this
point a foot or SO~ If the subgrade at this point appears unsta-
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ble, it may be desirable to extend concrete piers under the riser
to solid ground or rock. The lower" part of the collars can, of
course, be poured along with the floor.
It is then desirable to pour the tv\ro sides and top of the
barrel, inoluding t:he lower part of the riser, at one time, using
inverted U-bars in the top of the barrel. Satisfactory forms can
be made for the elbow, using 2-inch pieces nailed on forms cut in
the shape of a quarter circle. A greased two-by-ten can be
placed in the floor, when it is poured, at the point where the
ourve joins the floor, to prevent a feather edge in the oonorete.
Forms for the riser, of course, must be constructed in seo-
tions to allow the puddling of the conorete as it is poured. To
carry the runoff during the construction of the fill, the writer
has found it desirable to leave a small hole, 12 inches square,
in the back wall of the riser a short distanoe up from the bottom.
This hole can be plugged upon the completion of the fill, either
from outside or inside the riser. The vertioal and horizontal
steel should run through this hole.
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PIPE DROP INLETS
Pipe oulverts and risers, either of vitrified clay tile, con-
crete or corrugated iron, can be used in place of monolithic oon-
crete, but their use is restricted J because of cost and strength,
to drainage areas of less than 10 acres and fills of less than 15
feet in height.
Because of these restrictions they are seldom used in a wa-
ter oonservation project, but are more adapted to small 80i1-
saving dams where the pondage silts in rapidly, and there is no
available side spillway.
The writer will not discuss design and oonstruction o£ pipe
drop inlets to any extent in this paper, it being similar to the
reinforced concrete type. Figure 19 has been prepared giving dis-




In a few instanoes the "notch spillway" has been used as a
run-off outlet for an earth fill. The ttnotch spillway", as the
name indicates, is formed by lowering the crest of a seotion of a
dam. Since the watar will discharge over the dam. at this seotion,
it is necessary to provide a stable structure which will not be un-
.ermined or eroded • The notoh spillway or re·inforced conorete as
used, oonsists of a retaining wall at either end of the section"
a dam or weir extending between these two walls, and an apron or
floor supporting these parts and effecting in part a "tumble bay.n
Figure 20 is an isometrio sketch showing olearly th se parts.
The notch spillway does not cQmpare favorably with the tile
outlet or drop inlet, mechanically or eoon~ically, as an earth
fill outlet. The writer has designed and construoted both the
rein£orced and gravity type conorete weir notoh dams, and has
come to the conclusion that the maximum effeotive height should
be eight feet, whioh of course, eliminates its use for most earth
fills. A series of these dams can be used, hoWever, in control-
ling greater heads, but when this is attempted it usually oosts
more than the corresponding size of drop inlets.
Desie





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































weir notches. Discharge figures in this table are oamputed by
the fonmula Q =3.39 L ~/3 where L equals the length of weir in
feet and H equals the head over weir in feet.
TIlE EARTH FILL
Location and Design
Aside ~rom the detenmining influence of the kind of spillway
to be used, there are yet other conditions entering into the lo-
cation of earth fill dams. First and foramost~ of course, is the
availability of suitab~e material for constructing the fill. If
,no adequate supply of good fill material is conveniently located
so that i"b may be transported or moved to the embanlanent with the
available means or maohinery, economically or without excessive
cost, it, of course, is not the place for a fill. Again, if it
is found that there is an underlying strata of sand or seamy rock
layer which would allow a large amount of seepage underneath the
fill resulting in a dry reservoir, the dam should not be construc-
ted. A large fill should not be constructed in a watershed above
a highway or railroad where a failure of the dam might wash out
the highway or railroad and endanger the lives of persons or
property. In the proposed stock watering projects they should be
located where they are a.vailable during all seasons of the year,
which usually means that stock pond~ are more desirable adjacent
to the buildings or- lots on the farm. Where the reservoir will
supply water to barns and houses, it is usually desirable to lo-
cate in ~he same watershed and above the barn or house, thereby
allowing a grade for the pipe line from the reservoir to the
place of use. All of the attendant features of the proposed
project should be thoroughly studied before starting the project,
the drainage area surveyed and size accurately determined, the
fill material ~ined to see that it is good clay or equivalent,
test borings made along the center line of the dam to determine
the formation and make up of the underlying soil, a permanent
bench mark set, the proposed water line staked and storage capac-
ity and surface area of the reservoir aocurately computed.
The writer realizes that these things are usually ignored in
the construction of small fills and reservoirs. But considering
the amount of time and money to spend in the construction of the
project, and the value of its continued usefullness, they are
very much worth giving attention to. The engineering features of
an earth fill and outlet should be studied by anyone contempla-
ting the construction of one, a.nd. the ltby guess and by grab"
method of design and construction avoided.
In connection ~th the kind of earth fill material, the one
hundred percent clay soil rates as best, grading down to the san-
dy soils as the worst. If the amount of sand in the soil is very
high and the location for the fill is otherwise suitable, a core
wall of clay must be incorporated in the dam to pr6Vent s~epage.
This core should extend down to a stable and iIIipervious soil.
Experienoe has shown that ·the construction of the clay core wall
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is inconvenient and uneconomical where a ftbulldozer tt or rotary
fresno is used to build the fill, and in most oases, it is better
to abandon the location of the fill where the core is the only
thing preventing seepage. During the summer of 1936, the writer
constructed 15 earth fills, varying in size from ~o to four
thousand cubic yards each. No puddled nor twmped core walls were
constructed" the dams were built with a traotor and "bulldozer",
and no great amount of seepage has been noticed as yet in any of
these dams.
Slopes should be about 1 to 2 on both the upstream and down-
streron sides. Minimum top widths should be about 4 feet for dams
less than 10 feet high; approximately 6 feet for dams 10 to 16
feet high and 8 feet for dams 16 to 20 feet high. Greater top
widths will be neoessary if it is desired to use the top of the
dam as a roadway. .An allowance of 100ft to 200ft should. be made for
settlelnent- - this depending somewhat on material and thorough-
ness of compaction.
The freeboard of a f,ill should seldom be less than 2 feet
for a dam 10 feet or less high and seldam less than '3 feet for a
dam 10 - 15 feet high. This freeboard is the distance from the
maximum water elevation estimated to occur when the spillway is
discharging a~ £lood rate seleoted for the design and the lowest
poin-t -to whioh water must rise in order to overtop the dam. after
settling_
Me~hods of Construction
Construction of an earth dron, of course., is an earth-moving
job and the n~er in which it is built will depend upon the a-
vailability of the different kinds of earth-moving equipment.
The pioneer method is with teams, slips and plows and the chances
are the most fa~ ponds and reservoirs will be oonstructed with
suoh equipment. Construction o:r a 3000 yard fill with teaIllS,
however, is a slaw, tedious process, and where other kinds of
earth-moving equipment. are available, they should be used. In
most cases, they are far more economical.
To tIle farmer, who will constnlct his eartll fill witIl teams
in non-farming seasons, the fol10'W"i:ng recol!llilenc.ations are offered:
Clear the ground to be covered by the danl, including sides
of gully or draw of all trasll, brush, stumps a11d roots. Plow the
entire foundation area of the dam and the borrOW" pit. Remove
this topsoil to a location convenient for later spreading on the
top and down-strefL'1l side of tlle clam and on the upstream face down
to spillway level. This~ll fu~ish a fertile seed bed for plat-
ing on these surfaoes. If possible, strip the sod and stack for
use on the fill. If the pond is in a gully ~th steep banks, the
banks must be out down to at least 1 to 1 slope and thorougluy
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scarified. After the topsoil has been removed fram the founda-
tion area, plow once more at intervals in order to scarify or
corregate the foundation and prevent a seepage plane under the
dam.
The fill must be brought up in layers not to exceed one foot
in thiokness - - 6 inches or less is better. In other words, a
layer of earth about six inches -Chick should be spread over the
enti're'~ foundation area. and thoroughly compacted before the next
layers are placed. Considerable packing can often be secured
conveniently by hauling each succeeding slip full of dirt over the
preceeding one just dumped and by driving any teams or tractors
used in construction across the fill as'much as possible. A small
roller can be made by filling a 50-gallon oil drum with concrete
and placing a 2-inch pipe through the center. This roller may be
pulled with teams or tractors. Regular sheep-foot rollers are to
be preferred for this work.
During construction the center of the dam can be kept slight-
ly higher or lower depending upon the need for collection or dis-
charging rain water that may fall during construction. Special
care should be taken to see that thorough hand tamping is done
adjacent to all structures installed in the fill. Special care
should also be used to see that ample tamping is done at the ends
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of the fill~ where the fill material joins the original ground,
as this is always a critical point and should be well sealed.
Vihen placing the material on the fill, care should be taken
to see that the best fill material is placed in the upstream half
of the dam. The coarser material should be used in tne down-
stream section.
The above methods also apply where the fill will be built
with a. crawler type of tractor and a rotary fresno:l or utumble
bug" as it is called in construction parlance. This is an ideal
way of building an earth fill, it is fast, requires only a small
amount of labor as only a tractor driver is needed most of the
time, and with the continuous whip-sa.wing trips of the traotor
and load, the fill is packed thoroughly.
In the const~~ction of small fills, however, by far the fast-
est and most economical method is the use of the crawler type
tractor (40 h.p., or more) with the bulldozer attachment. Fifteen
fills were constructed in Jackson County, Missouri" during the
swnmer of 1936 with this type of equipment at a very sn18.11 cost.
In constructing the earth fill with th~ nbulldozer tt all of
the top soil and vegetation, including sttunps and roots" over the
surface of the borrow pit and foundation of the dam, is _pushed
down to the line of the down-stream toe. Along the center line
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a hollow or core is gouged out. This trench along the center line
of the dam acts as a break in the line of the foundation and
tends to prevent seepage. Earth is then moved into the embank-
ment, worked back and forth from one end of the fill to the
o1;her, keeping the top or the working as level as possible and
bringing the fill up in layers. At intervals, the tractor is
driven back and forth across the fill, levelling and compaoting
it. To make a nea.t-looking job the ernbankrnent was finished by
dragging or harrmving, or with hand labor. The borrow pit was
usually smoothed out with a ten-foot blade.
The I1bulldozer tt performed well on high fills, pushing a full
load up a three-to-oneslope, which was usually n18.de on the work-
ing side, to the top of ,25 to 30 foot fills.
Figure 21 shows photographs the International lIarvester TD 40,
with "bulldozer" attachment building earth fills in Jackson
County.
As soon'as the fill is completed the slopes should be "dressed
up fl to a certain extent. Large clods should be broken and low
places that would trap water should be filled. Do not use a lot
of time ttyanicuring" these slopes; it is not necessary. Upon
campletion, the entire fill should be seeded or sodded to grass.
No trees should be planted on earth fills as there is danger of
piping along the roots and they interfere with maintenance work.
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Along the sides of the pond and for some distance up the
slope in the ravine that the pond occupies is also a good place
to plant trees. On this area they will usually get suffioient
moisture for good grOYVth., and they may trap debris and silt that
is carried down from the watershed.
Where the reservoir is large and open to the wind, some
means will have to be provided to prevent waves breaking on the
fill and washing it, thereby reduoing its effective width. Rig-
rapping the fill at the water line with rook offers the most pro-
tee-cion. A log boom. anchored off shore, approximately 6 feet a-
way from the faoe of the fill will aot a.s an excellent wave
breaker and protector or the fill. The boom. is made by chaining
logs end to end and fastened to posts set about every ten feet.
Set these anchor posts before any water enters the reservoir.
T~ey can then be set solidly and the boam floated in and ~red to
them after the reservoir is full.
If the pond is to be used as a water supply for live stook,
a small pipe should be plaoed under the fill and terminated in a
small manhole covered with a screen. The top of the manhole
should be several feet above the bottom of the pond. This pipe
would carry water to a tank below the fill, and prevent the pond
water from beooming polluted or contaminated through livestock
being allowed to water direct from the pond.
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